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How to Build a Digital Library reviews knowledge and tools to construct and maintain a digital library, regardless of the size or purpose. A
resource for individuals, agencies, and institutions wishing to put this powerful tool to work in their burgeoning information treasuries. The
Second Edition reflects developments in the field as well as in the Greenstone Digital Library open source software. In Part I, the authors
have added an entire new chapter on user groups, user support, collaborative browsing, user contributions, and so on. There is also new
material on content-based queries, map-based queries, cross-media queries. There is an increased emphasis placed on multimedia by
adding a "digitizing" section to each major media type. A new chapter has also been added on "internationalization," which will address
Unicode standards, multi-language interfaces and collections, and issues with non-European languages (Chinese, Hindi, etc.). Part II, the
software tools section, has been completely rewritten to reflect the new developments in Greenstone Digital Library Software, an
internationally popular open source software tool with a comprehensive graphical facility for creating and maintaining digital libraries. Outlines
the history of libraries on both traditional and digital Written for both technical and non-technical audiences and covers the entire spectrum of
media, including text, images, audio, video, and related XML standards Web-enhanced with software documentation, color illustrations, fulltext index, source code, and more
This is one of the few books to cover integration and workflow in depth between Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, GoLive, Acrobat, and
Version Cue Graphic design firms, ad agencies, and publishing houses typically use a collection of programs to build their designs for print or
the Web, and this book shows readers how to effectively manage that workflow among applications Provides solutions for issues that working
designers or design students face every day, including developing consistent color-managed workflows, moving files among the CS3
applications, preparing files for print or the Web, repurposing documents, using CS3 with Office documents, and more
Explains how to use the electronic publishing and multimedia tool, discussing how to create, enhance, edit, and share PDF files.
These days, most students arrive at university with some IT skills. Most have surfed the Internet, used email and word processing
applications, but few have used spreadsheets or presentation software. Even where students are able to use applications, many are unaware
of the extent to which they can be used to aid their studies. Taking account of students' existing skills, IT Skills for Successful Study will help
students to develop intermediate or advanced IT skills in those areas most relevant to studying, and to use IT for maximum benefit.
Adobe Acrobat XI Classroom in a Book is the most thorough and comprehensive way for creative professionals and business users to learn
how to reliably create, edit, and sign PDF documents and forms with Adobe Acrobat XI. Each chapter in this step-by-step, project-based
guide contains a project that builds on your growing knowledge of the program, while end-of-chapter review questions reinforce each lesson.
This cross-platform (Mac and Windows) book shows you how to collaborate effectively through electronic reviews, easily share your work
across multiple platforms and devices, and speed up your production and business task workflow with Acrobat XI. In this new version you'll
learn how to use an integrated Acrobat toolbar (for popular Microsoft and browser apps) so you can easily convert files to PDF and then learn
how to directly edit text and images in your PDFs. You'll also learn how to build PDF or web forms with the new built-in Adobe FormsCentral
desktop app. We'll show you how to speed up your business workflow by gathering feedback and approval via online document reviews. And
you'll learn how to create interactive forms and track responses within Acrobat, how to add signatures and security to your PDF files, and
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much more.
Microsoft SharePoint: Building Office 2007 Solutions in VB 2005 is the third edition of Scot Hillier's market-leading SharePoint book. It
includes extensive updates from the previous editions, with a complete focus on SharePoint 2007 and its integration with the 2007 Microsoft
Office System. This edition also features new approaches for using SharePoint to improve business efficiency, plus new workflow solutions
for SharePoint and BizTalk, as well as a brand new chapter on building a SharePoint solution from start to finish.
This extensive reference manual covers the whole of Microsoft Office Word 2007 in exquisite detail: every dialog box is illustrated and every
command (whether or not it it available through the Ribbon) is described and fully cross-referenced. This is not a "how to" guide, but a serious
reference for power users for whom the online help is not detailed enough. Buy this book if you need quick answers to tricky questions about
Word 2007.

Updated in 2018! The top-selling guide to Google’s free online office suite is now available in a revised and expanded second
edition. Thirty minutes is all you'll need to get up to speed with Google Drive, Google Docs, Google Sheets, and Google Slides, the
free online productivity suite and alternative to Microsoft Office. Millions of people use the software every day. You can use Drive,
Docs, Sheets, and Slides to perform the following tasks: • Write letters and reports • Crunch numbers and create online data entry
forms • Give presentations • Collaborate online with classmates and colleagues • Convert Microsoft Office documents to Google
formats, and vice versa • Print documents, drawings, and spreadsheets • Export PDFs • Make pie charts, bar charts, and simple
tables • Publish documents and spreadsheets online using the new Google Sites After covering registration, file creation and other
basics, Google Drive and Docs In 30 Minutes (2nd Edition) zeroes in on the most important time-saving tips and productivity tools.
Highlights include: • Converting files between Microsoft Office and Google formats. • Best practices for organizing files in Google
Drive. • What to expect with collaboration and sharing. • The pros and cons of Google’s mobile apps for Drive, Docs, Sheets, and
Slides. • Accessing older versions of files. • How to publish your documents to the Web for colleagues or members of the public to
view. • Functions, sorting and filtering in Google Sheets (with examples). • Using Google Forms to gather data. • Google Slides:
Is it a suitable alternative to Microsoft PowerPoint? • Working with offline files. • Downloading third-party apps. The tone of Google
Drive and Docs In 30 Minutes is friendly and easy to understand, with lots of step-by-step instructions, screenshots, and examples.
The guide can be used by anyone with a PC, Mac, or Chromebook. It also includes instructions for using Drive, Docs, Sheets, and
Slides on Android and iOS phones and tablets. Google Drive and Docs In 30 Minutes, 2nd Edition is authored by Ian Lamont, an
award-winning technology and business journalist. He has written several books in the "In 30 Minutes" series, including Dropbox In
30 Minutes, Twitter In 30 Minutes, and Excel Basics In 30 Minutes. Here's what readers are saying about Google Drive & Docs In
30 Minutes: “I am so glad this was made! I've been using Google Docs for a while now and have been encouraging my teacher
colleagues to do so as well to facilitate collaboration. It has become my go-to text book to help new users understand quickly. If
you're new to Google Drive or Google Documents, this will help you. If you're experienced, and want something to help those who
come to you with questions, this is a nice tool to help them remember what you show them. I highly recommend it.” “I just got a
new position that requires record keeping. Having used Google Docs in the past, I decided to update my knowledge. I googled
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"Docs for dummies" and this was one of the results. I liked the concept that the title implies - a concise guide that will distill what I
need and allow me to complete a task quickly” “A clear and concise explanation of how to navigate your way through google
docs.” “Excellent introduction to Google drive. Well researched, easy to read, nicely organized.”
Special Edition Using Microsoft® Office 2007 THE ONLY OFFICE BOOK YOU NEED We crafted this book to grow with you,
providing the reference material you need as you move toward Office proficiency and use of more advanced features. If you buy
only one book on Office 2007, Special Edition Using Microsoft® Office 2007 is the only book you need. If you own a copy of Office
2007, you deserve a copy of this book! Although this book is aimed at the Office veteran, Ed and Woody’s engaging style will
appeal to beginners, too. Written in clear, plain English, readers will feel as though they are learning from real humans and not
Microsoft clones. Sprinkled with a wry sense of humor and an amazing depth of field, this book most certainly isn’t your run-of-themill computer book. You should expect plenty of hands-on guidance and deep but accessible reference material. This isn’t your
Dad’s Office! For the first time in a decade, Microsoft has rolled out an all-new user interface. Menus? Gone. Toolbars? Gone. For
the core programs in the Office family, you now interact with the program using the Ribbon—an oversize strip of icons and
commands, organized into multiple tabs, that takes over the top of each program’s interface. If your muscles have memorized
Office menus, you’ll have to unlearn a lot of old habits for this version.
Each illustrated resource offers visual learners a great beginner's guide to a particular topic, augmenting step-by-step instructions
with full-color screen shots.
"Microsoft Office InfoPath represents a revolutionary leap in XML technologies and a new paradigm for gathering business-critical
information. I am delighted that Scott Roberts and Hagen Green, two distinguished members of the InfoPath product team,
decided to share their experience in this book." --From the Foreword by Jean Paoli, cocreator of XML 1.0 and Microsoft Office
InfoPath Microsoft Office InfoPath 2007 offers breakthrough tools for gathering, managing, and integrating business-critical
information, and creating efficient forms-driven processes. Two longtime members of Microsoft's InfoPath product team have
written the first comprehensive, hands-on guide to building successful XML-based solutions with InfoPath 2007. The book opens
with a practical primer on the fundamentals of InfoPath form template design for information workers and application developers at
all levels of experience. It then moves into advanced techniques for customizing, integrating, and extending form templates--with
all the code examples and detail needed by professional developers. Learn how to: Design form templates: create blank form
templates, insert and customize controls, use advanced formatting, and construct and lay out views Work with data: start with XML
data or schema, manually edit data sources, and understand design-time visuals Add custom business logic to forms, and
integrate them with other applications Retrieve and query data from external data sources, including XML files, databases,
SharePoint lists, Web services, and ADO.NET DataSets Submit and receive form data using ADO.NET Save, preview, and
publish to e-mail, SharePoint, and more Build reusable components with template parts Create workflows with SharePoint and
InfoPath E-Mail Forms Administer Forms Services and Web-enabled form templates Build advanced form templates using C# form
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code, custom controls, add-ins, and the new InfoPath 2007 managed object model Design form templates using Visual Studio
Tools for Office (VSTO) Update, secure, and optimize your form templates List of Figures List of Tables Foreword Preface About
the Authors PART I: Designing Forms Chapter 1: Introduction to InfoPath 2007 Chapter 2: Basics of InfoPath Form Design
Chapter 3: Working with Data Chapter 4: Advanced Controls and Customization Chapter 5: Adding Logic without Code Chapter 6:
Retrieving Data from External Sources Chapter 7: Extended Features of Data Connections Chapter 8: Submitting Form Data
Chapter 9: Saving and Publishing Chapter 10: Building Reusable Components Chapter 11: Security and Deployment Chapter 12:
Creating Reports Chapter 13: Workflow Chapter 14: Introduction to Forms Services Part II: Advanced Form Design Chapter 15:
Writing Code in InfoPath Chapter 16: Visual Studio Tools for Microsoft Office InfoPath 2007 Chapter 17: Advanced Forms
Services Chapter 18: Hosting InfoPath Chapter 19: Building Custom Controls Using ActiveX Technologies Chapter 20: Add-ins
Chapter 21: Importers and Exporters Appendix: Further Reading Index
Web sites, collaboration, document management, paperless offices—we want it all in business today, but how do we achieve all of
these goals? More importantly, if you work for one of the millions of small-to-medium-sized businesses, how do you find the time to
build the expertise necessary to reach these goals? Even the most powerful tool will not allow you to succeed unless you can get
the majority of your staff to use it efficiently and effectively. You need a guide that demonstrates a platform that small-to-mediumsized businesses can use to reach these goals. Office and SharePoint 2010 User’s Guide demystifies the path that every
Microsoft Office user can follow to benefit from the synergism of tools they are already familiar with. Together with SharePoint
2010, users can achieve goals like web sites with a consistent single view, improved collaboration within their organization, and
better document management, and may even get one step closer to the paperless office we’ve been promised for years. This
book has topics for Office users of all skill levels, from those just starting to use Office tools to experienced power users. It
examines each major Office tool and shows how it contributes to the support and use of SharePoint in today’s increasingly
electronic-based office environment.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and services.
Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
"The Adobe Acrobat 8 PDF Bible is the comprehensive guide to Acrobat for novices and power users alike. With a concise, easyto-read format, you will be creating interactive XML forms, enabling streamlined document review processes, and publishing highimpact electronic documents in no time." —Rick Brown, director of product management, Adobe Acrobat The book you need to
succeed with Adobe Acrobat! Why do readers turn to the Adobe Acrobat Bible again and again? Because whether you're already
experienced with Adobe Acrobat or you're learning to use this powerful tool for the first time, you'll find exactly what you need to
know in these well-organized pages. Packed with helpful tips and step-by-step instructions, this latest edition will guide you
through both basic and advanced features, enabling you to take full advantage of everything Acrobat 8 has to offer. Create, collect,
and distribute forms with LiveCycle® Designer Work seamlessly with Microsoft® Office applications Convert AutoCAD® and
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Visio® files to PDF Discover new ways to edit PDFs and remove sensitive data Explore enhanced Shared Reviews tools with easyto-use Wizard Collect form data by exporting it directly to Microsoft Excel® Combine files and create PDF Packages using new
Acrobat 8 tools What's on the CD-ROM? You'll find valuable, author-developed sample files including PDF documents, Adobe
Designer forms, and Acrobat PDF forms with JavaScripts—all arranged in folders according to chapters in the book, so you use
them along with the book's tutorials. The CD also includes: Adobe Reader software Entire book in searchable PDF with embedded
index Windows demonstration plug-ins

InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also
celebrates people, companies, and projects.
Organizing Archival Records has equipped non-professional archivists to tackle the challenging task of arranging and
describing archival materials. The 4th edition preserves the practical, easy-to-follow, step-by-step approach of earlier
editions while updating its content to reflect current archival practices.
Introduces the World Wide Web, and shows the kinds of information and features that can be included on a Web page
using Microsoft Word
The Student-Teacher Edition of Microsoft Office 2003 is the best-selling version of the software suite, and Special Edition
Using Microsoft Office 2003, Student-Teacher Edition is the first book to tackle it from the perspective of this unique user.
The SE Using format will help you explore advanced techniques that can save you time and help automate repetitive
tasks. You will be able to increase your productivity in all areas of any one of the Microsoft Office 2003 applications.
You'll also learn ways to make them work better together, further increasing your productivity. Take a look at Microsoft
Office 2003 through the eyes of an expert with Special Edition Using Microsoft Office 2003, Student-Teacher Edition.
Hinduism is the largest religion in India, encompassing roughly 80 percent of the population, while 14 percent of the
population practices Islam and the remaining 6 percent adheres to other religions. The right to "freely profess, practice,
and propagate religion" in India's constitution is one of the most comprehensive articulations of the right to religious
freedom. Yet from the late colonial era to the present, mass conversions to minority religions have inflamed majorityminority relations in India and complicated the exercise of this right. In Religious Freedom and Mass Conversion in India,
Laura Dudley Jenkins examines three mass conversion movements in India: among Christians in the 1930s, Dalit
Buddhists in the 1950s, and Mizo Jews in the 2000s. Critics of these movements claimed mass converts were victims of
overzealous proselytizers promising material benefits, but defenders insisted the converts were individuals choosing to
convert for spiritual reasons. Jenkins traces the origins of these opposing arguments to the 1930s and 1940s, when
emerging human rights frameworks and early social scientific studies of religion posited an ideal convert: an individual
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making a purely spiritual choice. However, she observes that India's mass conversions did not adhere to this model and
therefore sparked scrutiny of mass converts' individual agency and spiritual sincerity. Jenkins demonstrates that the
preoccupation with converts' agency and sincerity has resulted in significant challenges to religious freedom. One is the
proliferation of legislation limiting induced conversions. Another is the restriction of affirmative action rights of low caste
people who choose to practice Islam or Christianity. Last, incendiary rumors are intentionally spread of women being
converted to Islam via seduction. Religious Freedom and Mass Conversion in India illuminates the ways in which these
tactics immobilize potential converts, reinforce damaging assumptions about women, lower castes, and religious
minorities, and continue to restrict religious freedom in India today.
For the ninth time now, the European Conference on Object-Oriented P- gramming provides a mid-summer gathering
place for researchers, practitioners, students and newcomers in the field of object technology. Despite fierce c- petition
from an increasing number of attractive conferences on object-related topics, ECOOP has successfully positioned itself
as the premier European - ject technology conference. One reason is without doubt the composition of the conference
week and the nature of its events. Running in parallel on the first two days, a comprehensive tutorial program and a very
selective workshop program are offered to attendees. This is followed by a three-day technical p- gram organized in a
single track providing a highly communicative atmosphere of scientific exchange and learning. Overlapping with these
events are a two-day industrial exhibition and a two-day opportunity for non-industrial system dev- opers to demonstrate
their software. Thus, ECOOP is not just a conference on programming but an event touching on the full spectrum of
object technology. This volume constitutes the proceedings of the Ninth European Conference on Object-Oriented
Programming, ECOOP, held in Aarhus, Denmark, August 7-11, 1995. Previous ECOOP conferences were held in Paris
(France), Oslo (Norway), Nottingham (England), Ottawa (Canada, jointly with OOPSLA) , Geneva (Switzerland), Utrecht
(the Netherlands) , Kaiserslautern (Germany) , and Bologna (Italy). Object technology continues to increase its impact on
the corporate world.
Researchers and students in the social sciences.
Explains how to create PDF's, customize navigation and formatting, and design interactive forms
The Internet Encyclopedia in a 3-volume reference work on the internet as a business tool, IT platform, and communications and commerce
medium.
Describes the functions of all the Microsoft Office programs, including Excel, Outlook, PowerPoint, and Access.
Provides a training manual on using Microsoft Office Word 2003, covering such topics as working with tables, performing mail merge, using
Document collaboration, and working with forms.
A guide to the integrated software package for experienced users delves into hundreds of undocumented secrets, hidden tools, and littlePage 6/8
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known field codes.
Adobe Acrobat DC Classroom in a Book, Third Edition, is the most thorough and comprehensive way for you to learn how to reliably create,
edit, share, and sign PDF documents and forms with Adobe Acrobat DC. Each of the 13 lessons in this step-by-step, project-based guide
contains a project that builds on your growing knowledge of the program, while end-of-chapter review questions reinforce each lesson. This
cross-platform (Mac and Windows) book shows you how to collaborate effectively through electronic reviews, easily work with PDFs across
multiple platforms and devices (including via the Adobe Document Cloud service), and speed up your production and business task
workflows with Acrobat DC. You will learn how to easily convert files from any application to PDF and how to directly edit text and images in
PDF documents. You’ll also learn how to build PDF forms, and to speed up business workflow by gathering feedback and approval using
new shared document review features. And you’ll learn how to create interactive forms and track responses within Acrobat, add signatures
and security to PDF files, work with companion Acrobat apps, and much more. All of the project files used in the book’s lessons are available
for download.
bull; Offers practical, business-focused coverage of Word's key enhancements, including real-time collaboration and XML support. bull;
Superior coverage of features that have always been essential to Word users such as Charts, DTP Software, Field Codes, and Privacy and
Security. bull; CD package is a super value, including WOPR and one hour of video training!
Create and distribute PDF (Portable Document Format) documents using Adobe Acrobat 7.0. This easy-to-follow guide shows you how to
generate Adobe PDF files that retain the look and feel of the original documents, share PDFs, initiate and participate in PDF document
reviews, and prepare PDFs for print or the Web. You’ll also learn to develop interactive forms, secure your documents, and create PDFs
from Microsoft Office and other authoring applications. With coverage of Adobe Acrobat Standard and Professional editions, this hands-on
resource will help you take full advantage of the premier paperless publishing and collaboration solution.
Covers all the features of Word and discusses everyday word processing, mail merge, macros, large documents, and business presentations
A guide to both the standard and professional versions of Acrobat 7 provides information on creating PDF files, printing, working with forms,
modifying a document, working with multimedia, and making documents secure.
Together, InfoPath 2010 and Microsoft SharePoint Designer 2010 make it possible to create end-to-end solutions that combine powerful
forms, enterprise-scale workflow, and access to key business data. Now, building on the valuable content from their previous InfoPath book,
three Microsoft experts offer a complete introduction to building the forms that drive these solutions. Designing Forms for SharePoint and
InfoPath combines deep knowledge of InfoPath, new insights into SharePoint development, and an insider’s view of new InfoPath features
for building more powerful SharePoint applications. Ideal for information workers, power users, and experienced form designers and
developers, this book teaches new techniques through downloadable examples, including form templates, code, and XML. You’ll start with a
complete hands-on primer for designing rich forms with InfoPath Designer, covering Forms Services, data retrieval and submission, controls,
customization, saving, publishing, and workflow. Next, you’ll turn to advanced form design, including coding, the InfoPath object model, and
InfoPath hosting options. Coverage includes Mastering best practices for designing forms and working with data Creating and editing
SharePoint list forms in InfoPath 2010 Setting up Forms Services in SharePoint 2010 Using new InfoPath controls and customization
techniques Adding logic without code via Quick Rules and the Rules Management pane Using the InfoPath Form Web Part to create powerful
solutions with minimal code, including data mashups Submitting, saving, and publishing, including Quick Publish Building reusable
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components, custom controls, and add-ins Securing and efficiently deploying solutions Making the most of reporting and workflows Writing
better InfoPath code more quickly with Visual Studio Tools for Office Using import/export and the new import wizard Customizing forms for
creating, viewing, and editing SharePoint lists Building dynamic queries to REST Web services
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